
Solutions to streamline 
your retail environment 

SINCE 1963

Professional cleaning solutions



The R.W. Rogers Company was established in 1963 as an The R.W. Rogers Company was established in 1963 as an 
organization dedicated to supplying new and used grocery organization dedicated to supplying new and used grocery 
shopping carts to local customers in the Midwest.shopping carts to local customers in the Midwest.

Our company has grown since then to now offer a full line Our company has grown since then to now offer a full line 
of equipment to our customers nationwide, while keeping of equipment to our customers nationwide, while keeping 
true to our Midwest roots. Our product line has expanded true to our Midwest roots. Our product line has expanded 
to garden carts, grocery shopping baskets, hand baskets, to garden carts, grocery shopping baskets, hand baskets, 
nursery carts and more.nursery carts and more.

In addition to expanding our product offerings, our In addition to expanding our product offerings, our 
warehouse has grown from a modest 4,000 square feet warehouse has grown from a modest 4,000 square feet 
to an impressive 60,000 square feet. Our facility is not the to an impressive 60,000 square feet. Our facility is not the 
only aspect of our business that has expanded. While we only aspect of our business that has expanded. While we 
still recondition used equipment and represent various still recondition used equipment and represent various 
manufacturers, we have also successfully transitioned manufacturers, we have also successfully transitioned 
into importing and manufacturing a wide variety of retail into importing and manufacturing a wide variety of retail 
solutions ourselves.solutions ourselves.

Our customers experience the unmatched service and Our customers experience the unmatched service and 
quality products that our company provides that they have quality products that our company provides that they have 
been accustomed to since our company began.been accustomed to since our company began.

Professional products for every industry
R.W. Rogers Company has tailored our extensive range  
of commercial cleaning products to your meet the 
requirements of your industry — reducing time, costs 
and resource consumption without compromising 
performance. We understand the demands of your 
business, whatever market sector you operate in.

Longevity. Innovation. Excellence.



B 90 R Adv Bp
Compact, high productivity 
ride-on scrubber with 
advanced features.

KEY FEATURES: WALK-BEHIND SCRUBBERS

Easy to use 
Classic scrubbers are easy to operate, allowing shorter training 
times, immediate familiarity with the machine, and less 
operating errors.

No-tool pad/brush change 
Rigid brush T-handle enables quick change from pad to brush.

Robust scrub deck 
On both BD 80/100 & BD 70/75 the components such as the 
scrub deck and squeegee are made of durable aluminum which 
affords the user longer life in tough applications.

Home base 
Home base kit allows for carrying of other essentials, resulting 
in less trips to the supply closet.

Batteries 
Wet and AGM battery options are available. A shelf charger is 
included with all three machines.

Adjustable brush pressure 
The BD 80/100 & BD 70/75 offer adjustable brush pressure for 
much greater flexibility for cleaning on all types of floors. With 
up to 200 lbs of down pressure.

KEY FEATURES: WALK-BEHIND SWEEPERS

Adjustable push handle  
Excellent ergonomics due to triple adjustment option. Foldable 
for space-saving parking

EASY Operation concept 
Easy to use program selector switch

Easy to transport 
Front and rear handles for easy transport (e.g. via stairs).

Fine dust suction 
Electric suction fan for removing fine dust from the waste 
container. Can be switched off for sweeping in wet weather

Professional cleaning products to meet the needs of your facility and budget

When the job calls for something a little more powerful...

WALK-BEHIND FLOOR SCRUBBERS are the most diverse of the scrubber line-up. These 
innovative floor scrubbers are ideal for cleaning medium to large areas up to 28,000 
square feet per hour efficiently.

RIDE-ON FLOOR SCRUBBER offers the most 
cleaning power and comfort. Designed for 
industrial use, these robust floor washing and 
cleaning machines are capable of cleaning up  
to 64,500 square feet per hour.

RIDE-ON FLOOR SWEEPERS are capable of 
cleaning up to 193,000 square feet per hour. 
Each sweeper can easily be configured to 
match your cleaning requirement.

WALK-BEHIND COMMERCIAL FLOOR SWEEPERS are ideal for cleaning areas up to 36,000 
square feet per hour. Available in both manual or battery power, fully adjustable main 
brooms and dust-free operation.

KM 150/500 R Bp
Fully hydraulic industrial 
ride-on sweeper with robust 
design for the toughest jobs.

KM 70/20 C 
The KM 70/20 C push sweeper is a 
lightweight and easy to use alternative to 
broom sweeping. It is designed for both 
indoor and outdoor use, and features a 
20 liter waste container, adjustable roller 
brush and a side brush.

KM 70/30 C Bp Pack Adv
The KM 70/30 C design is based on the 
successful KM 70/20 C. The main roller 
brush and side brush are electrically 
driven, making sweeping corners very 
simple.

KM 75/40 W Bp
The KM 75/40 W Bp commercial-duty 
sweeper combines maintenance free 
AGM batteries with an onboard charging 
system and a 99.5% efficient filter 
system.

BD 50/50 C Classic Bp
This economically-designed 20” walk-
behind floor scrubber provides enough 
cleaning capability for retail, education, 
and health care applications. Comes 
standard with AGM batteries, shelf 
charger and pad driver.

BD 70/75 W Bp Classic
The battery-operated BD 70/75 W Bp 
Classic is our latest right-sized 28-inch 
disc walk-behind floor scrubber with a 
20-gallon tank. Easy to operate and built 
for longevity.

BD 80/100 W Bp Classic
The battery-operated BD 80/100 W Bp 
Classic is the largest walk-behind floor 
scrubber in our Classic range. With a 
32-inch disc cleaning path and 26-gallon 
tank for efficient and long cleaning.

Don’t see what  
you’re looking for? 

Check out our other commercial 
equipment on the next page.



BR 30/4 C BR 35/12 C BD 38/12 C BP B 40 C/W/ORB BD 50/50 C 
CLASSIC BP

B 60 W BD 80/100 W BP 
CLASSIC

Pro HD 400 Ed HD Compact Class HD Mid Class HD Super Class HD Series Electric

KM 70/20 C KM 70/30 C BP ADV KM 75/40 W BP KM 85/50 W BP KM 85/50 R BP HDS Upright Class HDS Cage HDS Hand Truck HDS Cabinet BDP 51/2000 C 

NT 30/1 TACT TE NT 40/1 TACT TE NT 50/1 TACT TE NT 65/2 TACT

KM 125/130 R BP KM 130/300 R BP 
OR LPG

KM 150/500 R BP 
OR LPG

KM 90/60 R BP ADV KM 105/110 R BP HDS P/PE Cage HDS PE Cage Tule Series

SG 4/4 SGV 6/5
IVM 50/24-2 IVM 100/24-2 IVR 100/16-PP IVR-B 20/6 IVR-L 100/18-2 

TC DP  
IVS 100/65 H

BD 50/70 R BP B 90 R ADV B 150 R B 250 R B 300 R I LPG CHARIOT 3 
ISCRUB 26

CHARIOT 3 
ISCRUB 26 SP

Jarvis Series HD Series Gas Denali Series HD 7.9/72 Ec ADV HD Cabinet - 
Belt Drive

Detergents  Red Carpet 
Chemicals  

CarpetExpert

We offer an extensive range of commercial equipment tailored to your requirements.
FLOOR SCRUBBERS COLD WATER PRESSURE WASHERS

HOT WATER PRESSURE WASHERS FLOOR BURNISHERSFLOOR SWEEPERS

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL VACUUMS SPECIALTY DETERGENTS

SG1 Gum Remover PS 4/7 Bp Mister

Need your equipment serviced?
We can help you with that, too. Just give us a give  

us a call for more information at 630.377.9033.

Lightning BDP  
Propane Burnisher



For more information
610 Kirk Rd.  |  St. Charles, IL 60174 

630.377.9033
rwrogerscompany.com




